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INTRODUCTION

This document describes mandatory principles applied to a development environment in a shared and
versioned corporate Oracle designer data model repository. It was originally developed by the
Information Management Branch for Corporate Services (CSD/IMB) and by the Land and Resource Data
Management Services (ILMB). It is now maintained by the Architecture Section within the Information
Management Branch, Corporate Services Division for the Natural Resource Sector.

1.1 Purpose
When modelling in a versioned repository, there are principles and procedures which must be
understood to develop in a coordinated manner with Data Administration (DA). This document covers
principles of check out – check in rules, rules for deleting and copying objects, rules about external
references, and procedures for model updates (maintenance and patches) and new model
development.

1.2 Audience
The audience for this document is primarily vendors on contract with the Natural Resource Sector, who
are developing data models for the ministries business clients. These principles and procedures will also
apply to DA and staff who have Oracle IDS licenses with update privileges, to one of the versioned
corporate oracle repository. Also the document sections 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 are valuable to Business
Portfolio Manager (BPM) directing application development.

1.3 Scope/Exclusions





This document provides details on the procedures related to modelling in a versioned oracle
repository.
This document will not provide explanations of principles and rules that are to be used when
data modelling.
It is not meant to supplement or further expand on the process flow to get data into the
databases used by ministry applications.
This is not a training document
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1.4

Assumptions

It is assumed that developers understand how to use Oracle Software Configuration Manager and have
formal training in data model development. It is also assumed that developers understand application
development and the SDLC.

2 VERSIONING PRINCIPLES
2.1 Major release vs. maintenance release vs. patch release (mandatory)




2.2

Version numbering follows the current delivery standard and is used by DA to track
application history within the repository by making configurations <app><version>
For clarification, in documentation when <version> is stated it is of the format ##.##.##
where the first '##' represents a major release, the second '##' represents a minor release,
and the third '##' represents a patch release.
The version number of a maintenance (minor) release or a patch must be supplied to CSD
DA before checking out a repository Data Model data model container. A maintenance
(minor) release usually spaced annually or bi-annually.

Versioned Data Models in RDRPROD1 and NRSMR1 (mandatory)

All application updates to versioned Data Models containers occur within the Corporate Oracle
Repositories RDRPROD1 and NRSMR1. This means that any maintenance or patch release “change”
occurs within the corporate repository. Version 4.2 going to version 4.3 or version 4.2.5 is considered a
version change occurring via check out in the repository.

For maintenance or patch releases, all objects in the data model are to be brought up to current
standards including the Oracle data base tab, except where application code will break.

Version 4.25 going to Version 5 is a major version change and can be considered to be done in the
developer’s repository or in the corporate repository. See 3.3 below
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2.3 New or non versioned Data Models
New Data Models or total new versions of existing Data Models (as stated in 3.1) are developed at the
discretion of the developer whether it is in their own repository or the Corporate Production
Repositories. If it is a total new version (the major version number) then all objects must pass the DA
approval process and conform to all standards even if objects have not changed from the previous
versions. This principle holds whether the modelling is done in either the corporate or developer
repository.

3 PROCEDURE for applying an update for a VERSIONED DATA MODEL
in a Corporate Oracle versioned PRODUCTION repository
(mandatory)
This process is for all developers that are developing in one of the versioned Oracle repositories with
regards to a maintenance or emergency fix to a Data Model.

Quick Notes:
a) DA checks out versioned container on request for application patches or maintenance release.
Developer is responsible for checking out objects and providing appropriate check out notes.

b) Developers do not check in objects, that is the responsibility of DA.

c) For small patches, logical and physical review may happen at the same time. It is advised that if new
objects are created, a logical review happens before transform to physical

3.1 Developer setup in RDRPROD1 or NRSMR1


It is the responsibility of DA to expose and to check out the Data Model folder in the work area
WA_WIP_DEVELOPMENT, on request from the BPM, on which development is occurring. The
DA will provide appropriate check out notes (see Check in-checkout principles applied to
versioned Data Models below)
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The developer is given select, insert, update, delete on both the Data Model container and
WA_WIP_DEVELOPMENT work area. DA’s checkout notes on the container will indicate status of
Data Model, developer contact and date.



The developer is responsible for providing container property updates to DA by email or word
document as required. Typically this includes title, description, summary and objectives content



Developers are not supplied with container privileges.

3.2 Software Requirements


If this is an update and the business has software requirements and an Object model that the
business area wants to maintain, the developer must update the requirements document and
the object model. Any Diagrams and the updated object model must be uploaded into the Data
Model container in the Files section along with any associated reports as PDF’s and distributed
to BPM for sign off. A Developer must supply checkout notes if changes to any existing objects
occur. (See Check in-check out principles applied to versioned Data Models below)

3.3 Logical Modelling


The developer may work with the DA in developing the logical model with reference to entity
naming and code table sourcing or can wait till they are finished their first DA review for any
new entities. If code table referencing is required the developer must request DA to make the
referencing Data Model container available in WA_WIP_DEVELOPMENT in a checked out state
with the appropriate entity in a checked out state. DA will provide the container checkout note
to include the text, “checked out for reference”. See Code table Usage document for searching
what entities are sourced and methodology for identification. The Developer must supply
checkout notes if changes to any existing objects occur. (See Check in-checkout principles
applied to versioned Data Models below)



Before requesting the initial logical data model review the model must have updates applied,
including the Entity Relationship diagram(s), then three PDFs uploaded as files to the Data
Model container, either replacing the ones that exist or creating new ones if they do not. An
Entity relationship diagram(s) PDF(s), Entity Definition report and a report of Entities and their
Attributes are the PDFs required. These PDFs will be supplied to the business area to make sure
the descriptions for entities and attributes provided are accurate and reflect meaning that is
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coherent to non business users. Any changes to descriptions made on direction of the business
area should be forwarded to DA for review and then to the developer for input. The developer is
responsible for resolving any external references in the Data Model container.


The BPM on the project will schedule the logical review with the DA.



DA now does the initial review and supplies a word document of correction requests to the
developer or an email request for any corrections. The developer makes the corrections to the
entities and re-submits for model approval. This might require several iterations until the logical
model has been approved. It is the responsibility of DA to check-in the logical objects that have
passed DA logical review. It is at the discretion of DA whether to do this now or after the
physical review. However, if it is done at this time and changes need to be made to the logical
model based on the physical review by DA or DBA, the logical objects may need to be checked
back out with check out notes. (See Check in-checkout principles applied to versioned Data
Models below).

3.4 Physical Modelling


After the initial logical data model review by DA is completed and approved, the logical model
can be driven to physical definitions through the use of the database design transformer (see
section 11). Physical objects should be checked out before a transform is started including the
Oracle database tab. Before the physical definitions of the entities are driven, the developer
must update the storage definitions and at least one Oracle Database which contain the
appropriate table spaces and database Roles. (These parameters can be obtained from DBA for
operational datasets only). These two repository objects do not need detailed checkout notes
but any sequences, PL/SQL Definitions (packages, package body’s functions and procedures),
triggers, synonyms, and view definitions that reference the table definitions that are updated or
changed must have checkout notes.



When the developer has finished with transforming, the developer must supply one or more
Server Model diagrams, a Table Definition Report and a document specifying any changes in the
physical model from the logical model. These reports will be used in final data model review by
DBA. These documents need to be uploaded to the Data Model container as PDF files, with the
exception of the physical change document.



DBA will be given access rights to the Data Model container for Physical data model quality
assurance if they request.



The BPM on the project will schedule the physical review with the DBA and the DA.
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A list of requested changes may be compiled by DA/DBA and submitted to the developer for remedy, if
necessary. Developer then notifies DA of change completion. DA checks in any physical objects except
for the Oracle Database tab and the PDFs. DA informs the contractor to drive the DDL which is delivered
to DBA through the Application delivery process. The DDL will conform to the standard delivery
architecture for DLL structure.

3.5 Model change in the application delivery process


Changes to the DDL may occur in the application delivery process. Designer data model changes
are then required to match any change to the physical implementation of the DDL. This happens
by checking out objects (using checkout notes as described in section 7) and it may happen
throughout the delivery and test phase. After this process of updating the repository model, the
developer will request DA to check in the changes made before the DDL is migrated to
production.

3.6 Repository Data Model container migration




It is the responsibility of DBA to inform DA that the DDL has been migrated to production and
then request Data Model container check-in within the corporate oracle repository. Before the
configuration is made and the container is checked-in, DA must supply change history notes in
the NOTES properties box at the Data Model container level.
DA then checks in the container and exports the Data Model to the delivery server in the case
directory of the application. DA creates an updated configuration and replaces the existing
configuration in WA_PRODUCTION. It will already be viewable by the ROB (Repository Object
Browser - RDRPROD1 only) so grants need not be applied.

4 PROCEDURE for delivery of a NON VERSIONED or a VERSIONED Data
Model to the Oracle DELIVERY Repository (These are full version
replacements or new models)
This process is for developers who have their own Oracle repository to develop in and prefer not to
develop over VPN.

Quick Notes:
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a) All full version model reviews will happen in the corporate delivery repository “rdrdev1” that come
into CSD from developer repositories. They will be found in a work area called WA_DELIVERY.

b) The final stage of the process is to import the finalized model into the corporate production
repository “RDRPROD1” or “NRSMR1”.

c) Any model coming into the production repository must have all external references resolved. (See
external references below)

d) The model will be versioned after import to “RDRPROD1” or “NRSMR1” and any changes in the
delivery process will happen according to the process defined in step 4.4 and 4.5 below.

4.1 Developer Data Model setup in developer’s repository


The developer will make a Data Model folder on request from the BPM that uses an Application
folder (acronym) following the naming standards quoted in the Naming Standards Document. It
is acquired by the BPM, often at white board sessions or requesting DBA to do a search for
existing uses in corporate databases.



The developer is responsible for providing the information for the container title, description,
summary and objectives for the Data Model container. This can be acquired from the business
area and is also part of metadata collection. The acronym, title and description must match the
metadata for the dataset being modeled.

4.2 Logical Modelling


The developer may work with the DA in developing the logical model with reference to entity
naming and code table sourcing by scheduling a meeting or they can wait till they are finished
their first go round for DA review. If code table referencing is required the developer must
request DA for dumps of appropriate data models that contain the required information. See
Code table Usage document for searching what entities are sourced and methodology for
identification (ROB usage).



Before submission for the initial data model review the completed logical model must include
one or more Entity Relationship diagrams and three PDFs uploaded as files to the Data Model
container. An Entity relationship diagram's PDF's, an Entity Definition report and a report of
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Entities and their Attributes are the PDF’s required. These PDF’s will be supplied to the business
area to make sure the descriptions for entities and attributes provided are accurate and reflect
meaning that is coherent to non business users. Any changes to descriptions made on direction
of the business area should be forwarded to DA for review and then to the developer for input.


The software requirements and the object model are also uploaded to the application container
for reference. If the object model is being worked on in conjunction with the logical model, it
can be uploaded when signed off and the data model is brought into the production
environment.



The BPM on the project will schedule the logical review with the DA.



The logical model may go through a reiterative process where the developer is requested to
change the model to bring it to standard. DA, in this review process, supplies preferably a word
document of corrections requests to the developer. The developer makes any corrections to the
entities and resubmits for model approval as a new repository dmp file.



DA logical review must be passed before any physical table definitions are generated.

4.3 Physical Modelling


Once the logical data model review by DA is completed and approved, the logical model can be
driven to physical definitions using the database design transformer. Before the physical
definitions of the entities are driven, the developer must create storage definitions and at least
one Oracle Database which contain the appropriate table spaces and database Roles. (These
parameters can be obtained from DBA for operational datasets only). Any sequences, PL/SQL
Definitions (packages, package body’s functions and procedures), triggers, synonyms, and view
definitions that reference the tables must be included with the data model. The developer is
responsible for resolving any external references.



When the developer has finished with the physical model, the developer must create one or
more Server Model diagrams, a Table Definition Report and a document specifying any changes
in the physical model from the logical model after database design generation. These
documents are uploaded to the Data Model folder as files. The developer will then send DA a
dmp file of the Data Model for review of the physical model.



The physical model may also go through a reiterative process where the developer is requested
to change the model to bring it to standard. During this process a new Oracle dmp file of the
Data Model, with the changes completed, will be imported into the delivery repository and
compared to the previous version of the Data Model.
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The BPM on the project will schedule the physical review with the DBA and DA. If it is a
(Iterations with minor changes may not need to be scheduled).



Upon approval of the physical model by DBA, DA informs the contractor to drive the DDL and
submit it to DBA through the Application delivery process. The DDL will conform to the standard
delivery architecture for DLL structure.

4.4 Migration and versioning (mandatory)


After DA signs off the final delivery in the delivery repository, the Data Model is imported to the
Corporate production repository (RDRPROD1 or NRSMR1) and versioned, in the
WA_WIP_DEVELOPMENT work area and the contractor is given access privileges. If any more
changes to the designer model are required for DBA by the developer, to match the physical
implementation in the database, they will be done in RDRPROD1 or NRSMR1 by checking out
the objects according to the principles stated in section 7. It is the responsibility of developer to
inform DA that the changes have occurred and request DA that they are checked in.

4.5 Repository Data Model container migration


It is the responsibility of application delivery DBA to inform DA that the DDL has been migrated
to production and then request Data Model container check-in within the corporate oracle
repository. Before the configuration is made and the container is checked in, DA must supply
change history notes in the NOTES properties box at the Data Model container level.



DA then checks in the container and exports the Data Model to the delivery server in the case
directory of the application. DA creates an updated configuration and replaces the existing
configuration in WA_PRODUCTION. It will already be viewable by the ROB (Repository Object
Browser - RDRPROD1 only) so grants are not applied.



DA will then remove insert, update, delete privileges on both the Data Model container and
WA_WIP_DEVELOPMENT work area from the developer leaving only select. The privileges need
not be removed from the work area if the developer is working on more than one Data Model
for the ministry.
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5 PROCEDURES for creating a NON VERSIONED Data Model in the
Corporate PRODUCTION Repository
This process is for developers who do not have their own Oracle repository to develop in or for
developers that wish to have CSD manage their application development.
Quick Notes:
a) Any model developed in the production repository must have all external references resolved. (See
external references below)

b) The model will be versioned after passing full data model review and any changes in the application
delivery process will happen according to the process defined in step 6.5 below. The data model may be
versioned earlier on request from developer.

5.1 Developer setup in RDRPROD1 or NRSMR1


It is the responsibility of DA to make a Data Model folder on request, from BPM. This Data
Model folder will be created in the work area WA_WIP_DEVELOPMENT. Data Model folders are
the responsibility of DA and are not to be deleted or renamed by the developer.



The developer is given select, insert, update, delete on both the Data Model container and
WA_WIP_DEVELOPMENT work area.



The Application folder (acronym) following naming standards quoted in the Naming Standards
Document is acquired, by the BPM, by asking DBA to do a search for existing uses in sector
databases and on the apps_ux directory structure.



The developer is responsible for providing container property updates to DA by email or word
document as required. Typically this includes title, description, summary and objectives content.
The acronym, title and description must be the same as the metadata for the dataset being
modelled.



Developers are not supplied with container privileges.



If the software requirements and the object model is complete it is uploaded to the application
container for reference. If the object model is being worked on in conjunction with the logical
model, it can be uploaded when signed off. The finalized software requirements document
should be also uploaded to the application container at this time.
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5.2 Logical Modelling


The developer may work with the DA in developing the logical model with reference to entity
naming and code table sourcing or they can wait till they are finished their first DA review. If
code entity or any other object referencing is required by the developer, they must request DA
to make the Data Model container available in WA_WIP_DEVELOPMENT in a checked out state
with the appropriate entity or object in a checked out state. DA will provide the container
checkout note to include the text, “checked out for reference”. See Code table Usage document
for searching what entities are sourced and methodology for identification.



Before submission for the initial data model review the completed logical model must include
one or more Entity Relationship diagrams and three PDFs uploaded as files to the Data Model
container. An Entity relationship diagram(s), PDFs, an Entity Definition report and a report of
Entities and their Attributes are the PDFs required. These PDFs will be supplied to the business
area to make sure the descriptions for entities and attributes provided are accurate and reflect
meaning that is coherent by non business users. Any changes to descriptions made on direction
of the business should be forwarded to DA for review and then to the developer for input.



The BPM on the project will schedule the logical review with the DA.



DA now does the logical review and supplies, preferably, a word document of correction
requests. The developer makes any corrections to the entities and re-submits for model
approval. This may require several iterations until the logical model has been approved.



DA logical review must be passed before any physical table’s definitions are generated.

5.3 Physical Modelling


Once the logical data model review by DA is completed and approved, the logical model can be
driven to physical definitions using the database design transformer. Before the physical
definitions of the entities are driven, the developer must create storage definitions and at least
one Oracle Database which contain the appropriate table spaces and database Roles. (These
parameters can be obtained from DBA depending on whether this is an operational or
warehouse dataset). Any sequences, PL/SQL Definitions (packages, package body functions and
procedures), triggers, synonyms, and view definitions that reference the tables must be included
with the data model. The developer is responsible for resolving any external references.
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When the developer has finished with the physical model, the developer must create one or
more Server Model diagrams, a Table Definition Report and a document specifying any changes
in the physical model from the logical model after database design generation. These
documents are uploaded to the Data Model folder as files.



DBA will be given access rights to the Data Model container for Physical data model quality
assurance.



The BPM on the project will schedule the physical review with the DBA and DA.



Upon approval of the physical model by DBA, DA informs the contractor to drive the DDL and
submit it to DBA through the Application delivery process. The DDL will conform to the standard
delivery architecture for DLL structure.

5.4 Model change in the Application delivery process


After DA signs off the data model in the work area WA_WIP_DEVELOPMENT, it is versioned and
the container is checked out for possible change in the application delivery process. If any more
changes to the designer model are required for DBA by the developer, to match the physical
implementation in the database, they will be done in RDRPROD1 or NRSMR1 by checking out
the objects according to the principles stated in section 8. It is the responsibility of the
developer to inform DA that the changes have occurred and request DA that they be checked in.

5.5 Repository Data Model container migration


It is the responsibility of DBA to inform DA that the DDL has been migrated to production and
then request Data Model container check-in within the corporate oracle repository. Before the
configuration is made and the container is checked in, DA must supply change history notes in
the NOTES properties box at the Data Model container level.



DA then checks in the container and exports the Data Model to the application delivery server in
the case directory of the application. DA creates an updated configuration and replaces the
existing configuration in WA_PRODUCTION. It will already be viewable by the ROB (Repository
Object Browser - RDRPROD1 only) so grants need not be applied.



DA will then remove insert, update, delete privileges on both the Data Model container and
WA_WIP_DEVELOPMENT work area from the developer leaving only select. The privileges need
not be removed from the work area if the developer is working on more than one Data Model
for the ministry.
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6 PROCEDURE for developers in WAREHOUSE DATA MODELS
The process and procedures for warehouse data modelling and deliveries (formally ILMB) has
transferred to the Enterprise Data Services, Ministry of Labour, Citizens' Services and Open
Government.

7 CHECKIN - CHECKOUT PRINCIPLES applied to versioned Data Models
(mandatory)
7.1 Rules


Developers do not check in objects, that is the responsibility of DA. The only exception is when
a versioned object is to be removed from a checked out container. See 9.2



Developers never use the command check out contents, it is reserved for DA or in the case
where all objects are going to be updated as in a total new version of the Data Model is being
developed (e.g. 1.0 to 2.0).

7.2 Contractor/Vendor responsibility


The objects within the container (PAC elements) are the responsibility of the developer for
checkout. The checkout notes must have the following information. The reason the object is
being checked out, and the developer that is checking it out (e.g. . (G. Gale) updating column
descriptions for CORS_PERSONS table). The Date is automatically supplied by Oracle.



The checkout note should be in detail so that the DA can use them to quickly review any
changes using a tool called “compare previous version”. These checkout notes will also be used
by DA or DBA for check in notes so they should be on an object basis, not a grouping of objects.
Sometimes an object may be checked-out with notes and some other issues arise that require
changes or an object may be checked out when using a diagram tool that a developer is not
aware of  In this case the note property of the PAC object can be used for additional changes
that are not reflected in the original checkout notes or if they were missed.
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If a new object is going to be added or any physically implemented objects properties are going
to change, it is strongly recommended to first check out the OPERATIONAL grouping under the
Oracle Database tab.



To avoid problems when checking out objects in a versioned repository it is important that the
correct tool be used for the checking out process.
1) Entities use the (Repository Object Navigator (RON).
2) Materialized views, views, Tables use the RON preferably or the Design Editor.

E.g. of good check out note
. (G. Gale) Checking out entity BATHYMETRIC_MAPSHEET to change attribute name SHEET NO to
BATHYMETRIC MAPSHEET NO and BATHYMETRIC_MAPSHEET entity name to BATHYMETRIC MAPSHEET
as per sector convention.

7.3 DA responsibility


SCM Administrator DA will check the notes property and the checkout note and compose the
appropriate check in note at the time of review.
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The Data Model container is the responsibility of SCM Administrator DA and is checked out with
appropriate check out notes. The checkout notes should have the following information. The
reason the container is being checked out, who it is being checked out for (i.e. the business area
and developer (vendor), the DA that is checking it out and the Patch number that will be used in
application delivery. The Date is automatically supplied by Oracle and is not necessary.
Containers are the responsibility of DA.



The QA DA is responsible for check-in of logical model components and uses the developer’s
checkout notes when checking in. This is done on an object basis after DA has reviewed and
approved of any changes. The DA will leave the object in a checked out state until any change
request has been finished. When checking in the “Use check out notes” box is checked. After the
note is modified the check mark disappears.



DA is responsible for check-in of physical model components and uses the developer’s checkout
notes when checking in. This is done on an object basis after DBA has reviewed and approved of
any changes. The DA will leave the object in a checked out state until any change request has
happened and verified by the DBA. DBA has to contact DA to do the final check-in.



For new objects in a versioned Data Model container or a non versioned Data Model container,
DBA and DA will have to make their own check-in notes following this example.
“(G. Gale) added entity BATHYMETRIC_MAPSHEET– (approved R. Hoffner)”
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8 How EXTENDED COPY works for non versioned and versioned
objects.
8.1 Setup Process for copying an existing object


The process for copying existing objects from other Data Model containers may occur during the
logical or physical model development or on the developers or business areas own initiative. The
developer or business area has intranet access to the Oracle Repository Object Browser (ROB)
and can query the CSD Corporate Production Repository for common objects. A list of Corporate
and Data Model shared objects can be found in the repository in the containers prefixed with
“CORP_” along with a definition of the differences and their original location. They will stay
exposed in WA_WIP_DEVELOPMENT. These stub models are in the process of continual update
as corporate and shared objects are being identified.



While in the modelling process, it is the responsibility of the developer to send a request to the
DA to expose (grant access) the desired Data Model container and objects requested in a
checked out state in WA_WIP_DEVELOPMENT.

8.2 Most common reason for copies


At the logical and physical level, all attributes or columns of corporate or shared objects are
duplicated, as sharing between Data Models in any corporate sector repository is not permitted.
This restriction is based on the degree of difficulty associated with importing and exporting of
shared Data Models. (Also see document on corporate code sharing - Corporate Code Usage).



Where reference to entities (other than corporate codes) in other Data Models is required, Data
Administration will accept the concept of stubbing entities. By stubbing, only the entities’ name
and primary key are copied from the source Data Model. The description of the entity is then
modified to include a statement that includes the name of the source data model container and
that it is deemed as a stub. Example “The object AIR PHOTO is a stub that was sourced from the
data model container APS.”



When materialized views for a Data Model that spans multiple business areas are required, a
copy of the table definitions from the source Data Model containers to the working data model
container is made. Materialized views across Data Model containers are not permitted.

8.3 Method
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If the Data Model is versioned, both the Data Model container and the object or group of
objects needs to be in a checked out state, to copy them to a new container. That is, the PAC
element must be in a checked out state. If a PAC is checked out the SAC elements are checked
out by default. For non versioned objects this is not a problem because there state is checked
out.



In order to copy an object from one Data Model container to another, the Data Model folders
must be in the same work area. In our case the work area WA_WIP_DEVELOPMENT is where
copying takes place.



When doing a extended copy it is advised not to do a deep copy (unless you know what is
happening here), for this will want to maintain referential integrity and DA will need to checkout
any and every object besides the one you want to copy that has reference to it. (In most all
cases undo the checkboxes - deep copy and copy external references). In most cases you only
want to create an entity with the same name and then copy its attributes. Note: you should
quality check data formats and lengths for this seems to not always copy across the same.
Almost never have the check box checked, copy dependencies.

Example screens for copying an entity where we do not get external references to resolve:
8.3.1

Copy the entity name
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8.3.2

Copy the entity attributes

8.3.3

Manually remake any relationships and unique keys etc.

8.4

Stubbing
Stubbing is a process of copying that replaces sharing or referencing in the Ministries corporate
repository so external references do not occur. Stubbing is the process of copying a entity, table,
view, materialized view, plsql definition, or object type from one repository application container to
another. If one of these objects is needed in a design it is copied as a stub to show reference only.
When a PAC is stubbed then only the mandatory SAC elements are required in the data model and
the definition (description) of the stubbed PAC has to include a statement that points to the owning
container for the referenced PAC object.

9

DELETE, FORCE DELETE, PURGE and FORCE PURGE.
-- PAC vs. SAC elements

NOTE: All developers get the DELETE privilege when working in WA_WIP_DEVELOPMENT. The PURGE
privilege is only give on request.

Oracle Repository enables you to manage the removal of repository objects in a carefully controlled
manner. Many repository objects include references to other objects that exist in the same repository.
When you delete a repository object, you need to specify what happens to any objects that reference
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the deleted object. If an object is under version control, you will need to specify whether you want to
delete an object version (that is, remove that version from a particular container) or purge one or more
versions of an object (that is, remove them from the repository altogether). Entities cannot be totally
removed from an Data Model Container without removing any reference to them. But they may be
removed from the checked out container.

Note: if you create a new version of a object and check it in. you cannot remove it from the checked out
container without checking the container in.

See the accompanying document on the web named: “About deleting and purging repository
objects.pdf” for an understanding on SAC_PAC elements and the differences between DELETE, FORCE
DELETE, PURGE and FORCE PURGE

All external references must be resolved when removing an object from the repository whether it is a
versioned or non-versioned container. It is up to the developer to resolve these external references in
the Data Model that they are working with. It is best to use force delete for SAC elements. FORCE
DELETE and FORCE PURGE can be viewed as a synonym for cascade delete in PL/SQL. But even though
you FORCE DELETE an object it does not mean that all references are removed. There are differences
between a reference (or association) and objects like (PAC) or (SAC) elements.
9.1

Deleting non versioned objects
To cleanly remove non-versioned objects from the repository (RON)




all references to that object should be deleted (check under usages)
the elements (SAC) that make up the object should be force deleted
Delete the object.

One may use force delete, if knowledgeable, but the commands delete and delete
association are cleaner.

9.2

Deleting versioned objects
 To cleanly remove a versioned object from its owning container in the RON, the object must
be checked out and all references should be deleted to that object, from any other objects
(which mean they must be checked out also)
 the SAC elements are then deleted for said object,
 the object in question that is being removed, that was checked out in this process, must
then be checked in. (this is only time a object is to be checked in by a developer)
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At this point, you can DELETE the object from the version of the container, which is checked
out.
DA should be notified to check the lost & found and refresh the work area.

WORK AREA and container privileges are not given to the developer. If the developer has
correctly removed the references to the object in question it will be removed from the
repository container. If not it will end up in the lost & found.

For some understanding on the process for removing objects from the oracle repository see
the document “Removing Application containers from the Repository.doc. This document
provides some insight into how complicated it is to remove a container from the repository once
it is versioned.

10 EXTERNAL REFERENCES


It is the responsibility of the Developer to query the Data Model container for external
references.



A VALID external reference is a reference to a shared object in another container that exists and
is being used by the child container that was queried.



An INVALID external reference is a pointer to something that is not there. All external references
in the Data Model folder that have pointers to the folder that was queried itself are invalid and
must be resolved. INVALID external references mostly occur when objects are improperly
removed, copied or renamed with regards to a Data Model container, or when diagrams have
not been updated after changes have occurred.



At this time CSD does not promote sharing of objects. This might change, if at some time there is
a truly shared working development repository. The only external references we have in the
Corporate Repository are from legacy Data Models that have shares.
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11 TRANSFORMING Entities to Tables

The logical model is transformed to the physical model after these steps:






The entities have been passed by the QA DA. Entities for this procedure include that the
application prefix be found in the entity short name property and the entity plural name
property.
The Storage definitions are defined to standard. Note: they are not required for a 10G database.
The Oracle Database tab has been created with the at least the schema “user” defined to
standard.
The Table spaces are defined to standard.

These last two are above defined in the following place in designer:

Once all the above conditions are met the physical model can be transformed from here. To transform
the logical model to a physical model highlight the application container to be transformed, select the
command “Database Design Transformer” located on the pull down menu UtilitiesDesigner side
menu. The Transformer starts:
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The screen above can stay default as is. The “Table Mappings”, Other Mappings”, and “Run Options” are
at the discretion of the developer. The “Settings” button has some standard setting for the Ministry.
They are shown in the following screen shots. First the “Database” tab is configured like:
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The table spaces and storage definitions for tables and indexes are added form the drop downs
since they were defined earlier. The Database and Database User that was defined is highlighted
not “(none)”. Second the “Keys” tab is configured like:
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Third the “Other Settings” tab is configured like:

Note: There is no prefixing since it was done at the logical level in the entity short and plural
property.

Selecting “OK” on the settings tab, requests that these be saved to the database as default.
Accept then select the “Run” button on the Database Design Transformer screen. It will
Process:
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And then finish. Select “Close”:
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The Oracle Database tab WAREHOUSE for the user WHSE_ENVIRONMENTAL_MONITORING will be
populated with the implementations of the tables. All that need be done is add the roles to the user to
define the Security on the objects ( in this case tables). As shown below:
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12 DATABASE DESIGN GENERATION

The procedure for generating the DDL follows after the Physical Data model has been completed and
approved.

Before generation, make sure the roles are defined and the “granted to User/Roles” security
input for the objects being implemented (tables, views, materialized views, plsql, and
sequences).

To start generation open up the Design Editor: In the navigator select the “DB Admin” tab. From expand
the application to generate. On the pull down menu “Generate” there are two commands “Generate
Database from Server model” and “Generate Database Administrative Objects”. “Generate Database
from Server model” will generate all the database objects with grants, etc. and “Generate Database
Administrative Objects” will generate the users and table spaces. (Note: the later scripts will end up
being run by Sector DBA.)
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For a “Generate Database from Server model”, the Implementations screen comes up. On the Target tab
key in the “File prefix”, the rest are standard:
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On the Objects tab key the objects are selected:
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Press “Start” and a Message window will come up till the process is complete:

The DDL generated is ready to submit for the application delivery scripting.
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13 PRINCIPLES when REVERSE ENGINEERING a database

For document procedures, see Designer Reverse Engineering

Following Sector standards, reverse engineering of a operational Oracle database schemas into an
Oracle Designer physical data model, requires but is not limited to the following:











Liaise with Sector Data Administrators and Database Administrators as required
Reverse engineer the physical data model from the Ministry database schema, (or export
thereof) into a designer repository. The latter must be version compatible with the Ministry
Corporate Designer Repository at time of delivery.
Ensure all implemented database objects are included in the model
Bring the physical model up to current standard where a generated and implemented
change would not cause application failure.
(For example, object name changes would be exempt from standards since such a change
would cause an application failure, whereas descriptions and schema diagrams are in scope
since they are passive to the application).
Interact with business knowledge expert(s) for the collection and/or review of data
descriptions
Deliver an Oracle Designer Data Model export file (.dmp) of the model, including PDF’s of
the relevant reports and diagrams as specified in the Sector standards. (Requirement unless
working in one of the Sector’s model repositories)
Basic logging of observed anomalies, limitations, or deficiencies as appropriate. To be
delivered as a Microsoft Word document.

14 CONCLUSION
For any developers working in a Natural Resource Sector Corporate Oracle repository, in summary






No checking in of objects, unless removing those objects from a Data Model container.
No container privileges granted
Must use check out notes, in the format described above
Delete with caution – copy with caution
Data model container external references must be resolved and removed by vendor.

Repository access is granted on notification by BPM.
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